Functional chunks are defined as a series of non-overlapping, non-nested segments of text in a sentence, representing the implicit grammatical relations between the sentence-level predicates and their arguments. Its top-down scheme and complexity of internal constitutions bring in a new challenge for automatic parser. In this paper, a new parsing model is proposed to formulate the complete chunking problem as a series of boundary detection sub tasks. Each of these sub tasks is only in charge of detecting one type of the chunk boundaries. As each sub task could be modeled as a binary classification problem, a lot of machine learning techniques could be applied.
Introduction
Parsing is a basic task in natural language processing; however, it has not been successful in achieving the accuracy and efficiency required by real world applications. As an alternative, shallow parsing or partial parsing has been proposed to meet the current needs by obtaining only a limited amount of syntactic information needed by the application. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in chunk parsing.
From CoNLL-2000 to CoNLL-2005 , a lot of efforts have been made in the identification of basic chunks and the methods of combining them from bottom-up to form large, complex units. In this paper, we will apply functional chunks to Chinese shallow parsing.
Functional chunks are defined as a series of non-overlapping, non-nested functional units in a sentence, such as subjects, predicates, objects, adverbs, complements and so on. These units represent the implicit grammatical relations between the sentence-level predicates and their arguments. Different from the basic chunks defined by Abney (1991) , functional chunks are generated from a top-down scheme, and thus their constitutions may be very complex. In addition, the type of a functional chunk could not be simply determined by its constitution, but depends heavily on the context. Therefore, we will have new challenges in the functional chunk parsing. Ramshaw and Marcus (1995) first introduced the machine learning techniques to chunking problem. By formulating the NP-chunking task as a tagging process, they marked each word with a tag from set {B, I, O}, and successfully applied TBL to it. Inspired by their work, we introduce SVM algorithm to our functional chunking problem. Instead of using the BIO tagging system, we propose a new model for solving this problem. In this model, we do not tag the words with BIO tags, but directly discover the chunk boundaries between every two adjacent functional chunks. Each of these chunk boundaries will be assigned a type to it, which contains the information of the functional chunk types before and after it. Then we further decompose this model into a series of sub modules, each of which is in charge of detecting only one type of the chunk boundaries. As each sub module can be modeled as a binary classifier, various machine learning techniques could be applied.
In our experiments, we focus on the subjectpredicate (SP) and predicate-object (PO) boundary detection tasks, which are the most difficult but important parts in our parsing model. By applying SVM algorithm to these tasks, we achieve the best F-Score of 76.56% and 82.26% respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a brief introduction to the concept of our functional chunks. In section 3, we propose the parsing model for Chinese functional chunk parsing. In section 4, we compare SVM with several other machine learning techniques, and illustrate how competitive SVM is in our chunking task. In section 5, we build 2 sub modules based on SVM algorithm for SP and PO boundary detection tasks. In section 6, some related work on functional chunk parsing is introduced. Section 7 is the conclusion.
Functional Chunk Scheme
Functional chunks are defined as a series of non-overlapping, non-nested segments of text at the sentence level without leaving any words outside. Each chunk is labeled with a functional tag, such as subject, predicate, object and so on. These functional chunks in the sentence form a linear structure within which the grammatical relations between sentence-level predicates and their arguments or adjuncts are kept implicitly. 
" Compared with the basic chunk scheme defined by Abney (1991) , our functional chunk scheme has the following two main differences:
(1) Functional chunks are not constituted from bottom-up, but generated from top-down, thus some functional chunks are usually longer and more complex than the basic chunks.
We have a collection of 185 news files as our functional chunk corpus. Each file is manually annotated with functional chunks. There are about 200,000 Chinese words in the corpus. To investigate the complex constitutions of functional chunks, we list the average chunk lengths (ACL) of different types in words, and S chunk has the second longest average length of 2.89 words, and D chunk has an average length of 2.37 words. Although the average length doesn't seem so long, the length of a specific chunk varies greatly.
In Table 3 , we list some detailed length distributional data of three chunks. From the table above, we can find that there are totally 1559 S chunks with a length of more than 5 words which takes up 13.08% of the total number. And when we refer to the S chunks with more than 3 words, the percentage will increase to 26.03%. These long chunks are usually constituted with several complex phrases or clauses as the modifiers of a head word. Among the O chunks, 25.72% of them have a length of more than 5 words, and 44.84% of them are longer than 3 words. The reason why O chunks have a longer length may be that many of them contain the entire clauses. Although most of the D chunks are less than 5 words, some constituted with complex preposition phrases can still be very long.
The complex constitutions of S, O, D chunks are the main parsing difficulties.
(2) The type of functional chunks can't be simply determined by their constitutions, but depends heavily on their contexts.
As the constitution of a basic chunk is very simple, its type can be largely determined by its head word, but in the case of functional chunks, the relationships between the functional chunks play an important role. For example, a NP phrase before a P chunk can be identified as a subject chunk, but in other sentences, when it follows another P chunk, it will be recognized as an object chunk. Thus we can't determine the type of a functional chunk simply by its constitution.
The context dependencies of functional chunks bring a new challenge for our chunk parser.
In the next section, we will propose a topdown model for Chinese functional chunk parsing. Since the functional chunk boundaries have the information of linking two adjacent chunks, they will be very helpful in the determination of chunk types.
Parsing Model
The Chinese functional chunk parser takes a stream of segmented and tagged words as its input, and outputs all the functional chunk boundaries in a sentence. In this section, we will present a parsing model which formulates the functional chunk parsing problem as a boundary detection task, and then decompose this model into a series of sub modules that are easy to build.
Formulation
Functional chunks have the property of exhaustibility and no words will be left outside the chunks. Thus we don't need to find the end position for a functional chunk as it could be identified by the start of the next one. In this case, we can simply regard the chunking task as a process of cutting the input sentence into several segments of words, each of which is labeled with a functional tag. Based on this idea, we can model the functional chunk parsing problem as a boundary detection task.
Let S=<W, T> denote the input sentence to be parsed by the functional chunk parser, where W=w 1 w 2 w 3 …w n is the sequence of words in S, and T=t 1 t 2 t 3 …t n is sequence of the POS tags assigned to each word in W. If w i is a punctuation mark, t i will be equal to w i .
A chunk boundary is defined as a pair <C 1 , C 2 > where C 1 ,C 2 {S, P, O, J, D, C, T, Y}, C 1 is the chunk type before this boundary and C 2 is the chunk type following it. The output of the chunk parser is denoted as O=<B, P> where B=b 1 b 2 b 3 …b m is the sequence of chunk boundaries generated by the parser, and P=p 1 p 2 p 3 …p m is the corresponding positions of b 1 b 2 b 3 …b m in the sentence.
Chinese functional chunk parser can be considered as a function h(S) which maps the input sentence S to the chunk boundary sequence O.
Take the following sentence for example: "14 /n(Nuclear electricity) 1 /vC(is) 2 /m(a) 3 /qN(kind) 4 /a(safe) 5 / 6 /a(safe) 7 / 8 /a(economical) 9 /u 10 /n(energy) 11 / " "Nuclear electricity is a kind of safe, clean and economical energy."
In this sentence, there are totally 12 Chinese words (punctuation marks are treated the same way as words) with 11 numbers falling between them indicating the positions where a functional chunk boundary may appear. If the input sentence is parsed correctly by the functional chunk parser, a series of boundaries will arise at position 1 and 2, which are illustrated as below:
From the information provided by these boundaries, we can easily identify the functional chunks in the sentence:
Decomposition of Parsing Model
The functional chunk parser presented above could be further divided into several sub modules, each of which is only in charge of detecting one type of the chunk boundaries in a sentence. The sub module in charge of detecting boundary b could be formulated as a Boolean function h b (S, i) where S is the input sentence and i is the position between word w i and w i+1 . Function h b (S, i) will take true if there is a chunk boundary of type b at position i, and it will take false if there's not. Since the Boolean function h b (S, i) can be treated as a binary classifier, many machine learning techniques could be applied. If we combine every two chunk types in the tag set, we can make a total number of 8*8=64 boundary types in our chunking task. However, not all of them appear in the natural language text, for example, we don't have any SO boundaries in our corpus as S and O chunks can't become neighbors in a sentence without any P chunks between them. In our corpus, we could find 43 boundary types, but only a small number of them are used very frequently. In table 4, we list the 5 most frequently used boundaries in our corpus: Table 2 , we can find that these chunks are also the 4 most frequently used chunks in our corpus.
In most cases, S, P, and O chunks constitute the backbone of a Chinese sentence, and they usually contain the most useful information we need. Therefore, we are more concerned about S, P and O chunks. In the following sections, we will focus on the construction of sub modules for SP and PO boundary detection tasks.
Statistical Model Selection
After decomposing the parsing model into several sub modules, a lot of machine learning techniques could be applied to the constructions of these sub modules.
SVM
1 is a machine learning technique for solving the binary classification problems. It is well known for its good generalization performance and high efficiency. In this section, we will make a performance comparison between SVM (Vapnik, 1995) and several other machine learning techniques including Naïve Bayes, ID3 2 (Quinlan, 1986) and C4.5 3 (Quinlan, 1993) , and then illustrates how competitive SVM is in the boundary detection tasks.
Experimental Data
The corpus we use here is a collection of 185 news files which are manually corrected after automatic sentence-split, word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging. After these processes, they have been manually annotated with functional chunks. Among the 185 files, 167 of them are taken as the training data and the remaining 18 are left as the test data, which takes up approximately 10% of all the data.
In our experiments, we will use feature templates to describe which features are to be used in the generation of feature vectors. For example, if the current feature template we use is w-1t2, then the feature vector generated at position i will take the first word on the left and the second word tag on the right as its features.
Before we perform any experiments, all the data have been converted to the vectors that are acceptable by different machine learning algorithms. Thus we have a total number of 199268 feature vectors generated from the 185 files. Among them, 172465 vectors are in the training data and 26803 vectors are in the test data. Two sets of training and test data are prepared respectively for the SP and PO boundary detection tasks.
The performance of each experiment is measured with 3 rates: precision, recall and F β=1 , where precision is the percentage of detected boundaries that are correct, recall is the percentage of boundaries in the test data that are found by the parser, and F β=1 is defined as F β =(β 2 +1)*precision*recall/(β 2 *precision + recall) with β=1.
Algorithm Comparison
We first use t-3t-2t-1t1t2 as the feature template, and list all the experimental results in Table 5 and Table 6 . From these results, we can find that SVM has achieved the best precision, recall and F-Score in SP boundary detection task, while C4.5 has an overwhelming advantage in PO boundary detection task. In both tasks, Naïve Bayes algorithm performs the worst, which makes us very disappointed. 60.10% 53.43% As the feature template we use here is too simple, the results we have got may not seem so persuasive. Therefore we decide to conduct another experiment using a more complex feature template.
In the following experiments, we will use w2w-1w1w2t-2t-1t1t2 as the feature template. The experimental results are listed in Table 7 and Table 8.
After adding the word information to the feature template, the dimensions of feature vectors used by some algorithms increase dramatically. We remove Naïve Bayes algorithm from the following experiments, as it fails to deal with such high dimensional data. 75.10% 57.70% 65.26% After applying the complex feature template, SVM still keeps the first place in SP boundary detection task. In PO boundary detection task, SVM successfully takes the place of C4.5, and achieves the best recall and F-Score among all the algorithms. Although the precision of ID3 is a little better than SVM, we still prefer SVM to ID3. It seems that the word information in the feature vectors is not so beneficial to decision tree algorithms as to SVM.
We also notice that SVM can perform very efficiently even with a large number of features. In the second set experiments, it usually takes several hours to train a decision tree model, but for SVM, the time cost is no more than 20 minutes. In addition, we can expect a better result by adding more information to SVM algorithm without worrying about the dimension disaster problem in other algorithms. Therefore, we decide to base our parsing model on SVM algorithm.
The SVM-based Parsing Model

Baseline Models
In this section, we will build 2 baseline models based on SVM for SP and PO boundary detection tasks respectively. By comprising the results of two different feature templates, we will illustrate how useful the word information is in our SVM based models.
One feature template we use here is the simple template which only takes the POS tag information as its features. The other one is the complex template which takes both word and tag information as its features. To make sure the results are comparable, we restrict the context window to 4 words.
In the SP boundary detection sub task, we got the following results: By taking the complex feature template, we have achieved the best F β=1 value of 70.19% in SP boundary detection experiment and 80.45% in PO experiment, both of which are much higher than those of the simple feature templates. From these results we can conclude that word information is very helpful in our SVM based models. Thus we will only use the feature templates with word information in the succeeding experiments.
Expanding the Context Window
In the previous section, the feature templates we use are restricted to a context window of 4 words, which might not be large enough to detect the boundaries between complex chunks. For example, when parsing the sentence "[P /v 1 [O /a 2 /u 3 /n 4 /n 5 /vN 6 /n", the algorithm fails to detect the PO boundary at position 1. If we expand the context window to the noun word " /n", some of these errors may disappear. In the following experiments, we will expand the context window from a size of 4 words to 10 words, and make a comparison between the different results.
The 4 feature templates used here are listed below:
T1: w-2w-1w1w2t-2t-1t1t2, T2: w-3w-2w-1w1w2w3t-3t-2t-1t1t2t3, T3: As we have expected, the performance of SP boundary detection experiment has been improved as the context window expands from a size of 4 words to 8 words. However, the precision value meets its turning point at T3 after which it goes down, while F-Score and recall value still keep rising. From the curves shown in figure 1 , we can find that the expansion of context window size from 4 words to 6 words has an obvious improvement for performance, and after that only F-Score and recall could be improved. In contrast to the significant improvement we have achieved in the SP experiments, the results of PO experiments are not so exciting. As the context window expands, the precision value keeps rising while the recall value keeps declining. Fortunately, we have obtained a very slight increase of F-Score from these efforts.
Although it is very difficult to improve the performance of PO boundary detection by simply expanding the context window, we've still got a better result than that of SP. If we examine the results of the two tasks carefully, we can find a very interesting difference between them: in SP boundary detection task, it's very easier to get a better precision than recall, but in PO experiment, as the O chunks have a longer length, they are more likely to be cut into small pieces, and thus it's easier to get a better recall than precision.
Error Analysis
In our experiments, the recall value can be simply raised by adding a positive bias value to the SVM classifier. However, we can't do the same thing to improve the precision value. Thus, in the following analysis, we are only focus on the errors that deter the improvement of precision value.
There are 2 kinds of errors influencing the precision value of the test results: One is the wrongly detected chunk boundaries (WDB) within chunks (these chunk boundaries are detected by the program, but they don't exist in the training data). This kind of error tends to cut a large chunk into several small pieces. The other is the misclassification of chunk boundary types (MBT) at the chunk boundaries (There exists a chunk boundary at that position, but chunk boundary type labeled by the program is wrong).
In the following analysis, by comparing the numbers of errors in the test results of T1 (w-2w-1w1w2t-2t-1t1t2) and T4 (w-5w-4w-3w-2w-1w1w2w3w4w5t-5t-4t-3t-2t-1t1t2t3t4t5), we will point out which kind of errors could be effectively eliminated by the expansion of context window and which of them couldn't. Through this analysis, we hope to get some knowledge of what efforts should be made in our further study.
In SP boundary detection task, we list the number of wrongly detected chunk boundaries (#WDB) and the corresponding chunk types (CT) where WDB arises in the following table. T4 T4-T1  O  251  196  -55  S  106  76  -30  D  92  55  -37  P  56  64  8  T  4  4  0  C  1  1  0  J  0  1  1  Sum 510 397 -113 It's very exciting to see that by expanding the window size, the number of WDB decreases dramatically from 510 to 397. But it fails to eliminate the WDB errors within P, T, C, and J chunks.
In PO boundary detection task, MBT is wrongly recognized as boundary type PO. We list the error data of T1 and T4 in the below table. 56 -2 In contrast to the results of SP boundary detection task, the MBT errors could not be largely reduced by simply expanding the context window. Therefore, we need to pay more attention to these problems in our future work.
Related works
After the work of Ramshaw and Marcus (1995) (Sha and Pereira, 2003) , and so on. But only a small amount of attention has been paid to the functional chunk parsing problem. Sandra and Erhard (2001) tried to construct the function-argument structures based on the pre-chunked input. They proposed a similarity based algorithm to assign the functional labels to complete syntactic structures, and achieved a precision of 89.73% and 90.40% for German and English respectively. Different from our topdown scheme, their function-argument structures are still constituted from bottom-up, and the prechunked input helps simplify the chunking process.
Elliott and Qiang Zhou (2001) used the BIO tagging system to identify the functional chunks in a sentence. In their experiments, they used C4.5 algorithm to build the parsing model, and focused their efforts on the selection of feature sets. After testing 5 sets of features, they have achieved the best f-measure of 0.741 by using feature set E which contains all the features in other feature sets. Instead of using BIO tags in our chunking task, we introduced chunk boundaries to help us identify the functional chunks, which could provide more relational information between the functional chunks.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we have applied functional chunks to Chinese shallow parsing. Since the functional chunks have the properties of linearity and exhaustibility, we can formulate the functional chunk parsing problem as a boundary detection task. By applying the divide-and-conquer strategy, we have further decomposed the parsing model into a series of sub modules, each of which is only in charge of one boundary type. In this way, we provide a very flexible framework within which different machine learning techniques could be applied. In our experiments, we build two sub modules based on SVM for solving the SP and PO boundary detection tasks. Thanks to the good generalization performance and high efficiency of SVM, we can successfully deal with a large number of features. By expanding the context window, we have achieved the best F-Score of 76.56% and 82.26 for SP and PO boundary detection tasks.
The 2 sub modules we have built are only parts of the Chinese functional chunk parser. Although the results we have got here seem somewhat coarse, they could already be used in some simple tasks. In the future, we will build the other sub modules for the remaining types of the chunk boundaries. After all these work, there may be some inconsistent chunk boundaries in the results, thus we need to solve the inconsistency problems and try to identify all the functional chunks in a sentence by combining these chunk boundaries.
